
The PAM Clustering Algorithm

PAM stands for “partition around medoids”. The algorithm isintended to find
a sequence of objects calledmedoids that are centrally located in clusters. Objects
that are tentatively defined as medoids are placed into a setS of selected objects.
If O is the set of objects that the setU = O − S is the set ofunselected objects.

The goal of the algorithm is to minimize the average dissimilarity of objects
to their closest selected object. Equivalently, we can minimize the sum of the
dissimilarities between object and their closest selectedobject.

The algorithm has two phases:

(i) In the first phase,BUILD, a collection ofk objects are selected for an initial
setS.

(ii) In the second phase,SWAP, one tries to improve the quality of the cluster-
ing by exchanging selected objects with unselected objects.

The goal of the algorithm is to minimize the average dissimilarity of objects
to their closest selected object. Equivalently, we can minimize the sum of the
dissimilarities between object and their closest selectedobject.

For each objectp we maintain two numbers:

• Dp, the dissimilarity betweenp and the closest object inS, and

• Ep, the dissimilarity betweenp and the second closest object inS.

These numbersmust be updated every time when the sets S and U change. Note
thatDj ≤ Ej and that we havep ∈ S if and only if Dp = 0.

TheBUILD phase entails the following steps:

1. InitializeS by adding to it an object for which the sum of the distances to
all other objects is minimal.

2. Consider an objecti ∈ U as a candidate for inclusion into the set of selected
objects.

3. For an objectj ∈ U − {i} computeDj , the dissimilarity betweenj and the
closest object inS.
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4. If Dj > d(i, j) object j will contribute to the decision to select objecti

(because the quality of the clustering may benefit); letCji = max{Dj −
d(j, i), 0}.

5. Compute the total gain obtained by addingi to S asgi =
∑

j∈U Cji.

6. Choose that objecti that maximizesgi; let S := S ∪ {i} andU = U − {i}.

These steps are performed untilk objects have been selected. The decisions taken
in assesing objecti are shown in Figure 1.

The second phase,SWAP, attempts to improve the the set of selected objects
and, therefore, to improve the quality of the clustering.

This is done by considering all pairs(i, h) ∈ S×U and consists of computing
the effectTih on the sum of dissimilarities between objects and the closest selected
object caused by swappingi andh, that is, by transferringi from S to U and
transferringh to fromU to S.

The computation ofTih involves the computation of the contributionKjih of
each objectj ∈ U −{h} to the swap ofi andh. Note that we have eitherd(j, i) >

Dj or d(j, i) = Dj .

1. Kjih is computed taking into account the following cases (also, see Fig-
ure 2):

(a) if d(j, i) > Dj , then two subcases occur:

i. if d(j, h) ≥ Dj , thenKjih = 0;
ii. if d(j, h) < Dj, thenKjih = d(j, h) − Dj.

In both subcases,Kjih = min{d(j, h) − Dj , 0}.

(b) if d(j, i) = Dj , we have two subcases:

i. if d(j, h) < Ej , whereEj is the dissimilarity betweenj and the
second closest selected object, thenKjih = d(j, h) − Dj ; note
thatKjih can be either positive or negative.

ii. if d(j, h) ≥ Ej , thenKjih = Ej − Dj ; in this caseKjih > 0.

In each of the above subcases we have

Kjih = min{d(j, h), Ej} − Dj .

2. Compute the total result of the swap as

Tih =
∑

{Kjih | j ∈ U}.
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Figure 1: Computation of the ContributionCji

3. Select a pair(i, h) ∈ S × U that minimizesTih.

4. If Tih < 0 the swap is carried out,Dp and Ep are updated for every object
p, and we return at Step 1. Ifmin Tih > 0, the value of the objective cannot
be decreased and the algorithm halts. Of course, this happends when all
values ofTih are positive and this is precisely the halting condition of the
algorithm.
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Figure 2: Computation of the contributionKjih of objectj to the swap ofi ∈ S

with u ∈ U
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